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Social Rights in Poland in 1998 
 
Into the 80-iger years led the discontent of the Polish population with the political and economic 
development of the country to mass demonstrations and to the establishment of the trade union  
"Solidarity ".  Although the imposition of the state of war contained the protest wave briefly, 
won nevertheless the Solidariaet at influence and popularity, which showed up in particular later 
in the discussions at rounding table.  In contrast to this the Polish united labour party (PVAP) 
lost increasingly in influence.  The Polish opposition was strengthened still additionally by the 
choice of the Krakauer of Cardinal Karol Woytyla to the Pope.  After the negotiations at 
rounding table in June 1989 the first completely free elections were held to the senate, after still 
the elections had been free to the Sejm only to a third.  In these elections the Oppossition could 
achieve an overwhelming victory.  First Prime Minister after the system change became to 
24.08.1989 Mazowiecki.  In the subsequent years the Prime Ministers - to that extent Italian 
conditions resembling - were exchanged frequently, whereby more insbesonder the office change 
of Oleksys was hberschattet to the Cimoszewicz of scandals, governing now.  Meanwhile 
however the Autregung put the first transformation time.  Kwasniewski is meanwhile accepted 
after an initial frontal opposition in particular catholic circle as a president “all Poland ".  
Expression of an increasing normality is relating to domestic affairs the resolution more uber a 
large condition and the acceptance in a popular vote, with regard to foreign policy the admission 
into the OECD and the request to the admission into the European union. 
 
 
B.  Basic conditions for the arrangement of the system of social security 
 
I.  Constitutional framework 
 
1.  Emergence history of the Polish condition 
 
Poland can look back on a long condition tradition.  The condition of 3.05 in 1791 were the first 
written condition of Europe.  As after the political turn diestalinistische condition from the year 
1952 to be replaced should to tie crazes Polish constitutionalists to the own condition traditions 
and to compile a new condition. This condition revision was however connected with some 
difficulties. 
 
First the stalinistische condition mussite by socialist cliches to be cleaned.  In a second step a 
new condition should compiledbecome.  To 17.10.1992 however zuenachst a “small condition " 
entered into force, which regulated primarily state-organizational questions. 
 
The constitutional system existed to thisTime from the constitutional law of 23.4.1992 over the 
procedure of the preparation and verabschiedung of the condition of the Republic of 
Poland, the Verfassungesetz of 17.10.1992 more uber the mutual relations between the 
legislative and carrying out force of the Republic of Poland as well as the 61 articles of 
22.7.1952, their Fortgeltung in the art. 77 of the “small condition " one arranged. In particular the 
continuing validity of condition standards from the socialist condition was felt as unsatisfactory.  
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Only in April 1997 could from the Lower House (Sejm) and the senate existing national 
assembly a new, also fundamental right questions enclosing condition about long controversies 
arguments to discharge. The constitutional law givers stutzten themselves on collecting main of 
the constitution committee, which based for its part on seven drafts and numerous improvement 
suggestions.  The long way to the new condition became to 25.  May 1997 by a popular vote 
seals. 
 
2.  Socialright-relevant condition standards 
 
The admission of socialright-relevant Verfassungsnorrnen into condition texts has a long 
tradition in Poland.  In the stalinistischen condition to the social fundamental rights its own 
extensive chapter was dedicated.  There for instance an obligation of the national organs was 
arranged, the social security for the cases of the illness, the age and the Arbeitsunfahigkeit to 
develop as well as different forms of the social welfare assistance to remove in art. 70 exp. 2.  
Kind.  a right to work planned 68. 
 
With the constitution of the new condition in particular the admission of a right to work was 
disputed.  The Meinungssprektrum was enough of the Kodifikation of a subjetivoeffentlichen 
legal claim over the obligation of the state to Full employment politics up to the " bare " 
requirement on Arbeitslosenunterstutzung.  To the condition finally the commitment of the state 
was taken up to secure Vollbeschaftigung. Also a requirement on free health welfare service was 
integrated into the condition.  The extensive Kodifikation of social rights was also target of the 
criticism.  If one places the Polish condition into the context of other conditions of European 
states, the condition text does not fall " from the framework ".  In particular the southEuropean 
states have likewise broadly formulated fundamental right catalogs;  besides the social 
fundamental rights in the Polish condition are substantially related by extensive restaurant 
fundamental rights. If these and the ausdruckliche Bekenutnis are considered sufficiently to the 
free-market economy, only a small danger exists that the condition standards are abused fur 
individual social interests. 
 
II.  Ökonomischer framework 
 
The Polish economy was certain in the communist era by the rhythm of the 5Jahresplaene.  As 
to 24. 08,1989 with Mazowiecki the first not-communist Ministerprasident Poland, placed 
themselves however the problem was used whether the necessary transformation of the 
command economy to the free-market economy gradually or however in form of a "Big fear for " 
be durchgefuhrt should.  Already the choice Balcerowicz'zum minister of economics clarifies 
the intended proceeding:  Balcerowicz, which Polish Ludwig Erhard is emphatically already 
called, relied with its proposed reform on the scientific theories of the shock economist Jeffry 
Sachs.  Of Balcerowicz initiated and contentwise coined/shaped plan was essentially based on 
the rapid introduction of a private sector, a free market (among other things by price release) and 
the integration of Poland to the world markets.  Apart from this long-term objective a short term 




After initial difficulties the reform package set by Balcerowicz in course proved at the latest with 
the using of economic growth in the year 1992 grundsatzlich as success.  While the growth of 
the gross national product still 1990 - 11.6 %, 1991 -7.6 % ran negatively, since then an increase 
is to be registered in the following years (1992 1.5 % and 1993 4 %.).  1995 amounted to that 
wax turn of the gross domestic product already 6.8 % those anfanglich hyperinflation were 
eliminated:  The Infaetionsrate was reduced koninuierlich from 251,1 % (1989), 70.3 % (1991), 
43% (1992) to 35% in the Jahre l993.  Also further the priority goal of the government in the 
fight of the inflation bestebt. 
 
As exterior indication of the economic consolidation is to be rated the 1994 formally requested 
membership in the OECD.  This clarifies that the bases of the Polish free-market economy put 
by the Minister of Finance Balcerowicz were successful.  By the “shock therapy “the 
galloping inflation was eingedammt, the market was rapidly liberalized and first conditions for 
an extensive privatization was created. 
 
Despite represented successes of Poland still stands economics before substantial 
challenges.  - not least due to the intended entry to the Europai union - in particular the 
efficiency lacking of the Polish agriculture is problematic:  This busily quarters of the 
erwerbstatigen population, gained however only 7% of the BIP. in contrast to this is still too 
thinly pronounced the service sector. 
 
For the further development of the Polish economy protectionist measures of the European 
Union states are in addition, problematic; in addition, on the other hand are to be ubersehen 
stabilization contribution by European Union direct investments not.  To consider are besides 
the komparativen advantages of Poland with work,energie and environmentalintensive goods, so 
that from a further improvement of the economic situation and a connection to the economically 
weakest states of the European union is to be proceeded. 
 
C  Overview of the system of sezialen security 
 
I.  Historical development of the social security system 
 
1.  Beginning of social safety device 
 
During the conceptional orientation of the government regarding the social politics is the history 
of the Polish social security systems of special importance.  For Poland substantially is 
traditional orientation at the structures Bismarck' and also the Austrian social ecurity.  Poland 
transferred already in intermediate wartime the German and/or.  Austrian insurance system 
within the range of the patients -, accident and old age pension insurance.  For example 1927 the 
old age pension insurance of the employees and 1933 the worker old age pension insurance were 
introduced.  In this time the development of the organizational arrangement of the Polish social 
security was also already initiated.  1933 the originally separated service providers of the old 
age pension insurances were standardized and the again established central institute for social 





2.  Social safety device in socialism 
 
This adjustment at the insurance thought was gundsaetzlich maintained also to the post-war 
period and/or introduced again. 1968 were created its own pension scheme for employee, which 
was converted 1987 into a social security cash. 
 
Only the health system appears as foreign body, since this was out-arranged as people insurance.  
The financing of the health system was incumbent on the national household.  Already in 
socialism the ineffizienz of the social safeguard nature made reforms necessary. Thus for 
instance in the health service already in the 70's numerous reform attempts one undertook. 
 
3.  Social safety device in the transformation 
 
A reform will within the range social security system was stressed by all Polish governments 
since the political turn 1989.  In particular with the reform of the health system it concerns 
politically however a “hot iron ", because at least in the transition period with substantial cut a 
fundamental reform be connected might.  At the beginning of the transformation under 
Balcerowicz the reform of the health service was intentionally vernachlassigt ", around social 
Unrnhen to avoid ".  In this time comparatively little attention was given to the social sector, 
since the introduction of democratic and martwirtschaftlicher structures as priority were 
regarded.  In addition it came that despite the lack of the health service a comprehensive reform 
in the population is not wished, because zusatzliche financial loads are feared.  The introduction 
of an unemployment benefit and the indexation of the pensions should only the direct negative 
effects of the restaurant conversion lindern. Thorough reforms in the health and pension range 
were not at first intended.  This is connected also with the fact that social politics was regarded 
zunachst as load of the reform process. 
 
In the subsequent years the social sector was more strongly considered.  The current Prime 
Minister Cimoszewicz announced in his governmental declaration to continue the past economic 
policy whereby its government wanted to assume itself in particular the material 
emergencies of the Bevolkerung.  In the social politics the new government knupfte to the 
objectives of the previous. 
 
Coalition governments on, in particular to in July 1994 sketched government program “strategy 
for Poland ".  This contains essentially a rapid development of the economy, a stabilization of 
the politsichen system and finally an improvement of the general living conditions. In numerous 
single points these general targets were concretized. 
 
Thus within the range of the health service a “strategy was sketched fur the health " and 
recognized thus action need in principle. Besides a bill was prepared by the Ministry of Health 
over the general health insurance.  This bill is criticized however as halfhearted, because it on 
the one hand only little autonomy make possible and the role of the achievement hereditary 
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leistungserbringer is not sufficiently solved.  Partially it is also befurchtet that the social model 
of the coalition government in to strong MalSe the Scandinavian model of a Wohlfahrtssaats 
(which in Scandinavia itself ever more at meaning loses) nacheifert.  In some subpopulations 
this fursorgerische role of the state is quite welcomed.  In contrast to this becomes in the science 
to the collapse of the socialist - the welfare state obligating project reminds.  Necessary it is 
therefore that to the social politics large martwirtschaftliche Elemtente was introduced, e.g. a 
private supplementary allowance.  Besides the autonomy, not however the Einflss of the state, 
must be strengthened. 
 
Influence on the organization of the social politics has also the tri parity commission.  This was 
formed for employees and representatives of the government (so-called tri partism) from 
employers, in order to cushion economic paging.  Also both trade unions belong to this 
Commission:  Solidarity and totalPolish alliance of the trade unions (OPZZ).  The pressure on 
the government in particular on the part of the trade unions, which a social dailyness of the 
reforms demands, increases. 
 
II. Overview and organization of the social politics 
 
The organizational Aubteilung of the social security in by trade unions, characteristic of socialist 
countries, and national organs led anges was already overcome in Poland 1960:  Since then the 
institute for social security (ZUS) is Trager of the social security.  This is a unit insurance 
carrier for all employees of the national and private sector as well as the relative.   
 
The director/conductor of this institute will by the parliament destined upon the request of the 
prime minister beside the central administration joins the ZUS over branches in 49 
Woiwodschaften.  The ZUS works under the supervision of the Ministry for work and social 
politics.  The president of the ZUS is appointed by the Mnisterpraesidenten on suggestion of the 
Minister for work and social politics.  It is subdivided in one center, 56 branches, 247 
supervision services, 61 information centres and 837 constant committees. 
 
The task of the ZUS insists in the appointment and statement of the social security obligation, 
collection and Verrechung as well as on the cash-moderate account of contributions;  in addition 
measures come to the demand of prophylaxis as well as infrastructure measures. 
 
Since 1989 have the institute at different campaigns for preventing of diseases, handicaps, 
industrial accidents, and participated and besides a system of the vocational rehablitation 
develops occupational illnesses.  Besides a part of the institute for social security is responsible 
for pensions, which must be paid due to international contracts and agreements.  This 
compilation makes clear that the field of the ZUS is broad gefachert, whereby however the sense 
of this compilation is not always understanding. 
 
Auiteilung of the past uniform social security fund is planned shortly into individual funds (age 
retirement pensions and pensions, ill and maternity achievements, achievements in the case of an 
industrial accident and occupational illnesses). 
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For the agriculture 1991 its own carrier (KRUS) were created.  In the KRUS are organized 
independent farmers and their families.  It is economically problematic that the agricultural 
institute for supply is subsidized to 90 % from the national budget.  Further exists a social 
security for clergyman.  SchlieBlich exists still another separate pension scheme fur military and 
police (MON). 
 
Besides private institutions for social security win an increasing meaning.  For example there is 
already a limited private insurance market.  The premium arising amounted to - with rising 
tendency - 1993 however only 30 billion Zloty.  The insurance market is thus - in particular in 
the comparison to the Czech republic still comparatively weakly minted, since on the one hand 
appropriate legal and organizational basic conditions are missing, on the other hand no efficient 
capital market present is.  Insgesant does not come to the private sector thus (still) a crucial 
meaning. 
 
D.  Representation of the einzelen branches of social security 
 
I.  Health service 
 
1.  Overview 
 
The Polish condition guarantees a free entrance to public health services.  The reality agreed 
however with this hehren goal neither in socialism nor during the transformation.  Were de put 
for approx. 99.7% to the population the health achievements, which were paid central from tax 
proceeds, free also should the Gesundheistpolitik all Buerergn an efficient, which newest 
medical conditions appropriate supply guarantee.  The public health services were arranged in 
accordance with the Soviet model according to the territorial principle.  On regional primary 
level a medical basic supply should be carried out, whereby the integrated health centers on local 
level (ZOZ) played a central role.  On Voivodschafts and central Tertiary period level should 
more demgoegenueber specialized achievements be furnished. 
 
Against constitutionally guaranteed the Entgelttreiheit spent however each Polish citizen 
annually approx. monthly wages for additional payments for the acquisition of health 
achievements, which in their quality besides to the propagandistic promises by any means did 
not correspond.  These additional payments were also after the transformation necessarily, 
although the expenditures for the health range from 3 rose %im years 1989 to 5,1 % in the year 
1992 of the BIP and so that corresponded to the height, those for an industrialized country 
generally as to be regarded appropriately.  Despite these quite considerable financial 
expenditures the quality of the health care is further insufficient.  Thus for instance the life 
expectancy for men and women is more than five years below the European average and the 
child number of deaths is 50 % more highly.  Also the public health services became outdated 
technically mostly.  Besides in particular the hospital personnel is frequently discouraged, which 
in view of the small and besides not achievement-oriented payment is quite comprehensible.  
The qualitiativ bad Health care and the insufficient service in the health service again led to a 





2.  Reform of the health service 
 
For the Polish of health service an urgent reform need already resulted from the reasons 
described above before the political turn.  First measures were also already introduced before 
the transformation.  Thus in the year 1988 a law over the private activity was passed by 
physicians and nurses.  In the meantime 28000 private physicians and 11800 dentists offer their 
achievements, which are pharmacies almost completely denationalized.  1988 besides the 
national medicament monopoly was dissolved.  Since that time the offer increased clearly in 
medicines.  Besides numerous public health services, which were formerly property of the 
central state, were transferred in property by municipalities and municipalities. 
 
This punctual Reformaebnsatze was a step into the correct direction; these alone could not 
reorganize the inefficient health service however.  Besides structural changes were necessary, 
which also approximately since 1992 engaged one discussed.  In particular more uber the 
fundamental adjustment of the health service had to be met a decision.  In the reform discussion 
numerous organizations took part, whereby the suggestions of the social committee of the 
Council of Ministers, which had Solidarnosc and the Interresorts in the iscussion special weight. 
For the future arrangement of the health service three models were conceivable.  The health care 
can in form of a national health service, when social health insurance or as privately regulated 
health insurance market is organized.  In the Polish reform debate ever more an insurance 
solution interspersed itself.  This turn to the insurance system might be connected with the 
traditional orientation of Poland at the structures Bismarck social security system.  An 
additional role may have played (Germans) the consulting influence. 
 
The conversion of these verbal fomulierten goals takes place in Poland despite various 
support - the EU, World Bank, World Health Organization and numerous national governments 
unterstOtzen the reform of the poluischen health service however extremely sluggishly.  Reason 
for this might be safe that the change is connected with substantial difficulties by a central 
planned and financed national health system to a modern efficient health insurance system 
already grundsatzlich.  Such difficulties had however also different transformation states, which 
tackled the change of their health service however more quickly and more decided.  In Poland 
the range of social security is coined/shaped by particularly strong interest conflicts.  Also are 
egalitaere 
Grundeinste llungen we in the Polish population it more strongly pronouncedly than for instance 
in the Czech, so that an inefficient system long time was taken as " the smaller evil " in purchase. 
In the meantime however the reform forces seem to become generally accepted.  Thus for 
instance the financing of the health service is changed over.  Protecting so far the financing from 
the national household took place, in the spring 1996 a law was discharged, according to which 
the health care will transfer regional, itself-administered health fund, which is financed by social 
insurance contributions.  With it now slowly a health insurance system intersperses itself after a 
long discussion, which will follow the German model to a large extent in its arrangement. 
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11.  Old-age pension 
 
1.  The legal old age pension insurance 
 
The valid Polish old-age pension been based on a national old age pension insurance financed in 
the allocation procedure.  Finaziert become the expenditures of the old age pension insurance by 
contributions and taxes.  The contributions are furnished at present exclusively by the 
employers, whereby the rate of contribution amounts to at present 45 % of total wages.  Men 
and women are achievement-entitled starting from that 65 and/or 60.  Lebensjahr, if they can 
show at least 25 and/or 20 contribution years.  Due to an extensively used early retirement the 
actual pensionable age amounted to 1995 however only 57 years.  The legal pensionable age 
soil in the next years to be raised.  In the year 2012 soil the pensionable age for men and women 
at 65 lebensjahren lie. 
 
The old-age pension builds itself up from two components.  As basis first a minimum pension is 
granted to each pensioner, which amounts to at present 39 % (until 1994 35 %) of the national 
average wage.  This basic amount is supplemented by wage and contribution-dependent 
zusatzleistung, whereby however max. 160 % of the national average content are carried out.  
Assessment basis for this is in the 7 last years before the start of the pension protected content.  
1995 were granted on the average a pension, which amounted to 62, 5 % of the average content;  
this value lies clearly over that of other transformation states. 
 
Since the transformation the Polish old-age pension was numerously changed.  To be lifted out 
must in particular the reform laws from the years 1990 and 1991.  With law of 24.05.1990 a new 
formula for the Rentendynamisierung was introduced.  There was a certain pension indexation 
already under socialism, however this mechanism had to be adapted to the new conditions due to 
the zuenachst extremely high inflation rates.  The pension zuenachst indexed on the prospective 
average wages in the current quarter.  This solution preferred new pensioners in inadequate 
way, so that already soon an innovation was necessary.  In October 1991 a further pension law 
was passed, according to which after indexation in the preceding quarter obtained themselves 
effective Average wage arranged.  At the beginning of of 1996 is a novella to the law over the 
Rentenvalorisierung and - calculation of 1991 entered into force, by which the principles and the 
criteria for the periodic pension rises were changed.  This law plans that the pensions are raised 
in each case in September each yearly, whereby the increase is appropriate for at least 2.5 % over 
the vorausgesetzlen inflation rate.  In this law the minimum pensions were determined at 
monthly 280 Zloty. 
 
As the further measure with regulation of the Council of Ministers the possibility of the early 
retirement was introduced.  A condition for this was - independently of the age of the applicant 
– a Beschaftigungszeit a notice conditioned by at least 40 and/or 35 years and.  Made by this 
right `-vurde use active in the first years of the transformation.  
 
Finally also special arrangements for certain occupational groups were abolished, which had 
been introduced 1982.  The pension system should be settled by politically determined 
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regulations.  On the other side to the pension right with law of 24.05.1990 also regulations were 
taken up, by which spare and addition times were extended.  To the privileged persons belonged 
in particular persons, who must serve prison stays during the socialist epoch for political reasons 
in Poland or the Soviet Union.  Even if the sociallegal acknowledgment of these times is 
comprehensible, then the right-technical solution must be criticized nevertheless over the old age 
pension insurance.  Here it concerns - parallels to the StasiOpfern are to that extent 
unverkenubar - loads, which must be loosened in no connection for old age pension insurance 
and therefore also over a social remuneration. 
 
Despite numerous legislative activities the Polish legislator did not succeed in so far eliminating 
structural deficits of the Polish old age pension insurance. 
 
2.  Lack of the Polish old age pension insurance 
 
A fundamental problem of the Polish old age pension insurance lies in the high financing 
expenditure for the contribution (oversized) of the achievements.  The social insurance 
contributions for the pension range rose continuously and mean with now 45 % of the gross 
wage sum at least into the ZukunDt an obstacle for the competitive power of the Polish 
economy.  The pension expenditure rose continuously on from 1988 7.1 % of the BIP, 1993 15 
% of the BIP to 1994 15.2 % of the BIP.  The transfer from public households increased in this 
time of 1,4 % to 6,6 %. the pension costs in Poland is at present approximately 60 % more highly 
than the average in other OECD states.  These high expenditures are particularly dramatic, since 
Poland at present exhibits a comparatively recent and thus favorable age structure.  
 
As the further deficiency the high recourse to of the early and invalidity pension is to be called.  
This is based again on different Gruuenden:  On the one hand the early retirement can mean an 
alternative to unemployment, what was intended also by a regulation of the Council of Ministers 
of 26.01.1990.  Besides are easy the presuppositions for claim to fulfill, whereby one continue 
working among other things in the ursprunglichen occupation is possible.  Finally still another 
role plays that in the population a more restrictive pension reform is expected, which affects 
negatively those, which step later into the retirement.  In particular the high number of the 
subscribers of invalidity pensions proves as substantial problem.  1990 gave it already 1.98 
million invalid pensioners.  From 1989 to December 1993 the number of the insured ones is for 
each pensioner of 2,7 on under 1,9 pleases.  The high number (Frueh)rentner brought the Polish 
pension system to the edge of the bankruptcy. 
 
Further the contribution introduction proves as a substantial problem in Poland - differently than 
for instance in the Czech Republic -. These difficulties are based to only little on the one hand on 
an insufficient, motivated social administration, on the other hand on an partly-extremely laxen 
payment moral.  As defaulting debtors in particular national enterprises prove.  Private business 
try the national “competition advantage “increasingly by moonlighting to compensate. 
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3.  Reform of the old-age pension 
 
Over the lack of the Polish old age pension insurance agreement exists to a large extent in 
politics and science.  Disputed and not yet finally decided are however ways to the solution of 
this problem.  The way over punctual reforms - agreement exists also to that extent - is not 
sufficient, in order to stabilize and make the Polish pension system financingable durably.  Cum 
grano salis can be constituted two reform stream, whereby simplified expressed between a 
risky-dynamic and a solution rather conservative-safetyconsidered can be differentiated.  
Fundamentals of the old-age pension conceptions of the World Bank are approximate and by the 
Polish Treasury positively one took up in particular.  Afterwards a three speed pension system is 
to be developed, which is to guarantee a taxfinanced ground rent on the first stage, on which 
second column individual pension funds and as the third column a freiwillige additional 
insurance finally plans.  Whether however individual pension programs and private, among 
themselves competitive pension fund management companies for a transformation country an 
adequate solution is controversially discussed, in the literature.  It is already denied that this way 
for the “model State of “Chile functioned and is at least not transferable.  Besides be missing it 
at the necessary capital market. 
 
The proponents of this model want to infer however partly the capital from the profits from the 
privatisation of the Polish state enterprises.  Whether in view of the experiences in East 
Germany, which will transfer however only reduced to Poland can with a privatisation at all 
profit drops, may be doubted.   
 
In addition it comes that Poland has at least a long social security tradition and those is accepted 
to a large extent organization existing already for a long time zus in ssevoelkerung.  Whether the 
Polish ssevoelkerung besides for such a innovative solution be won can, may be doubted.  At 
least the last election results daerften against this thesis speak.  Altogether thus the program 
does not seem after the model of Chile and conceptions of the World Bank in Poland 
durchfaehrbar. 
 
The Ministry of Labour and a large part of the science publicise in contrast to this a gentler 
reform.  The Ministry of Labour presented its conceptions in May 1993 in a " White Paper of 
the social security ".  Afterwards the Polish pension right should be supported by three columns.  
A reallocation-financed first column is to guarantee a small basic safety device.  A second 
column is to be conceived as obligation insurance and make possible an old-age pension going 
beyond the basic safety device.  This safety device is to finance itself and receive no national 
support.  One third column is to finally supplement in the way of a freiwilligen additional 
insurance the other columns. 
 
Already in June 1994 in the “strategy for Poland “other accents were set.  Afterwards the Polish 
old-age pension should be based on two cclumns.  The first column should be 
contribution-financed, while the second column on freiwilliger take place basis via Pension 
funds.  This different accentuation clarifies sufficiently the dilemma of the Polish pension 
discussion.  While for the field of the science a controversy is discussion comprehensible and 
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desirable, the constant course changes in the political debate and in particular partly the opinions 
almost opposite depending upon Ministry provide for substantial irritations. 
 
For the future therefore a verlass1iche might be into the future pointing decision over the 
zukaenftige old-age pension system of crucial importance.  M.E. on the pension system existing 
so far and changed this should be developed gradually.  The weaknesses of the existing system 
should be first eliminated.  The weaknesses result to a substantial part from the only 
unsatisfactorily minted equivalence between achievement and return.  In particular the 
"insurance-strange” achievements should be separated from the old age pension insurance 
system and financed over taxes.  Besides should be thought about the abolishment of some 
social compensation measures.  The insurance character would have to be strengthened also by a 
reduction - granted so far quite generously - of the noncontributory times.  Further is a 
restriction of the extensively granted granted regulationregulation regulations indispensably. 
 
Beyond the stabilization of the insurance system supplementary allowance systems should be 
strengthened.  Is to be thought on the one hand of the structure of a company pension scheme, 
although the structure of a company pension scheme in view of the Polish job market for 
enterprises as incentive for the connection of capable employees to the enterprise yet to be " 
necessary " might not.  Further also the private old age pension insurance might play an 
increasingly more important role as additional insurance in the nachsten years. 
 
III. Unemployment insurance 
 
In the times of the planned economy a policy of full employment was pursued, which by 
requirement on work was additionally legally secured.  There were long discussions whether 
this term, which was contained in the condition from the year 1952 should be maintained also 
after the transformation.  Economicalally the policy of full employment had substantial negative 
consequences for the occupation structure in the enterprises and the administration.  Each 
undertaken attempt of a restaurant reform could not exclude the necessity for a rationalization of 
the occupation.  Therefore also a release of workers was unavoidable with the liberalisation of 
the economy. 
 
1.  Job market 
 
Starting from 1989 arising unemployment represented a new unknown phenomenon for Poland.  
The unemployment ratio rose from 6,1 % in the year 1990, 11.8 % (1991), 13.6 % (1992) to 
approx. 15 % (1995).  Unemployment could rise at least temporarily further, since the lining 
up privatisation of the heavy industry might lead to the locking of unprofitable firms.  On the 
other hand - in hurrying ahead adjustment to the Rightright right subsidies in the agrarian sector 
are shortened, so that a "farmer dying” is not impossible.  Besides urge birth-strong classes on 
the job market.  Whether the losses of one's job mentioned are caught by new jobs in the service 
sector, is questionable. 
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The unemployment ratio is regionally very different in Poland.  While the ratio amounted to 
1995 for instance in Warsaw only 5.3 %, it lay in the Voivodschaft Slupsk with 28, 6 %. also 
within individual Voivodschaften differs the unemployment ratio z..T. substantially.  High 
ArbeitslosigKeit exists in particular in agriculturally coined/shaped regions and the regions, in 
which outdated branches of industry - mining industry, steel industry - dominate. 
 
2.  Social security of the unemployed persons 
 
A cushioning of expected unemployment was from the outset in the Balcerowicz plan intended.  
Already to 29.12.1989 therefore a law over the occupation was issued.  Unemployed in the 
sense of this regulation that, which registers without occupation, at a labour office, is willing and 
operational is.  A condition is further that the applicant does not refer a age retirement pension, 
not Eigenuemer or owner of a farm is and exercises no person subject to compulsory insurance 
activity.  After this first law was no claim time necessarily.  The unemployment pay besides for 
unlimited time was paid.  The achievement height is graduated.  In the first three months 
70% are paid, to the next six months 50 %, then 9 months 40%.  The possibility of announcing 
itself unemployed was taken up frequently: Reason for this is first not beside mentioned, 
necessary the already claim time the possibility, free entrance to different  
 
To receive social insurance benefits - to call are here the free health care and the reason of rights 
to a pension.  The lack of the occupation law from December 1989 was evident.  This 
regulation was supplemented therefore to 16.10.1991 by a law over occupation and 
unemployment and to 14.12.1994 by a law over occupation and working against of 
unemployment.  Already linguistic and contentwise specifying makes the new challenges 
sufficiently clear.  The conditions for the purchase of unemployment pay were increasingly 
tightened.  On the one hand a claim time was introduced, after which only those persons could 
receive a Arbeitslosenunterstuetzugn, which was at least 180 days busy in the 12 months before 
unemployment.  Besides the height of the achievements was drastically verkhuezt.  After the 
now valid law an unemployed person receives to 36 % of the average content.  This new 
capacity rating meant not only a substantial fmanziellen cut for the unemployed persons, but 
documented at the same time a break with a insurance-massive connection between achievement 
and return. 
 
3.  Basic conditions for the job market 
 
In Eastern Europe the unemployment ratio is determined substantially by the speed and 
consequence of the privatisation.  Poland oriented first at (disputed) the British privatisation 
model.  Legal Gundlage for this was the privatisation law from July 1990, in April 1993 a law 
over the national investment funds and their privatisation had been issued.  With law of 
30.08.1996 the privatisation strategy was again changed.  As privatisation techniques is intended 
thereafter a Kapitalprivatiserung, privatisation by dissolution (direct privatisation called), mass 
privatisation and privatisation after bankruptcy of the state enterprise, whereby only the two first 
mentioned privatisation forms are legally regulated.  Thereby in particular art. 48 exp. 2 of the 
privatisation law is job market relevant.  Afterwards are in the case of enterprise sale the 
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obligation to consider the buyer concerning the job protection.  After sentence 2 of this standard 
the social promises agreed upon with the representatives of the persons employed are a firm 
component of the contract.  Even if this law passage may be socio-politically comprehensible, 
then it means a substantial economic load nevertheless on the other hand for potential investors.  
Altogether this regulation might be economicalally unfavorable, since possession conditions are 
strengthened and necessary structural reforms are prevented.  Relevant are finally also 
regulations, which mass redundancies of employees plan.  The law over special principle of the 
Auflosung of employer-employee relationships from operational Grunden finds also in the case 
of the adjudication application. 
 
E.  Summary 
 
At the development of the Polish social right it is remarkable that on the one hand since 
beginning of the transformation extensive social "Segnungen " was distributed to the Polish 
population, but other since one structural reforms was only quite zoegerlich concerned.  
Contrary to the comparatively dynamic change of the economy, the adjustment of the social net 
was very zaghaft aimed at.  It is missing within this range also at clear - order-political - switch 
positions.  Rather the crucial political organs make the impression of the indecision not least due 
to the frequent change of government. 
 
An important (although since 1989 constantly decreasing role) plays the trade union solidarity in 
the social life of Poland.  This becomes clear in particular if the trade union calls to 
demonstrations against legislative projects and proves partly as Reformbremser.  Thus among 
other things the planned pension reform law led from the year 1991 to a set of protests, which 
were Öffentlichkeit organized by trade unions and representatives.  Frequently thereby by the 
trade unions also illegal strikes are gefuhrt too excluding political topics.  Thus the trade union 
has influence on the action readiness of the legislation to quite have. 
 
Finally strongly egalitaere currents in some parts of the population prevent a brisk reform of the 
social security systems.  This still strengthened by tendencies of the left-oriented government 
coalition to stress the fuersorgerische function of the state. 
 
In the meantime however the reform will seems to triumph despite the persistence forces 
mentioned.  Poland orients itself to a large extent at social security solutions.  Reason for this 
might be not least the own long social historical jurisprudence. 
